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I remember you lyrics johnny mercer

I remember you kissing something something that made my dreams come true before I remember you was the one that said, I love you even you didn't know? I also remember a distant bell and stars that fall like rain, out of the blue when my life is through and the angels ask me to remember the thrill of them all I will tell
them: I remember you, you are you [from the song: https:/lyrics.az/johnny-mercer/-/i-remember-you.html] You kiss something one that my dreams are true before I remember you're the one that said, I love you didn't even know? I also remember a distant bell and stars that fall like rain, out of the blue when my life is
through and the angels ask me to remember the thrill of them all I would tell them: I remember you Oh, you song by: Johnny Mercer Music: Victor Schertzinger Song: It Was in Tahiti? Were we on the Nile? Long ago, an hour ago I remember that I kiss your smile I remember you a few kisses before you're the one who
said you're the one who said I love you, too I didn't know? I remember, a distant bell and stars who fell out of the blue like rain when my life happens and the angels ask me to remember the thrill of all of them, So I tell them that when my life happens and the angels ask me to remember the adventures of all of them I will
remember them, you remember me you -ooh you are the one who are making my dreams come true some kisses first I remember you are the one who said I love you, also yes, I do, didn't know? I remember, too, a distant bell and stars that fell like rain out of the blue-ooh-hoo-hoo when my life is through and the angels
ask me to remember the thrill of it all so I'll tell them I remember you — ooh I remember, Also, a distant bell and stars that just fell like rain out of the blue-ooh-hoo-hoo when my life is through and the angels ask me to remember the thrill of it all so I will tell them I remember you song presented by SongMeanings as
written by Victor Schertzinger's Johnny Mercer song © Sony/Sony. Don't have an account? Create an account with SongMeanings to post comments, submit songs, and much more. It's super easy, we promise! Do you like this song? Click (at the rate of stars) I remember - ooh you were the one who made my dreams
come true some kisses first I remember you - ooh you are the one who said I love you, also yes, I do, didn't know? I also remember, a distant bell and stars who fell like rain from blue-oooh-oh-hoo, when my life is and the angels ask me to remember all this, I'll tell them I remember you — oh I remember, a distant bell
and stars who just fell like rain blue-oooh-oh-hoo My life is through and the angels ask me to remember the thrill of it all so I tell them I remember, tell them I remember to tell them I remember the album Dream I Remember You: From the song and music of Johnny Mercer. I remember – ooh you're the one who make my
dreams come true some kisses first I remember you - ooh you're the one who said I love you, also yes, I do, didn't know? I also remember, a distant bell and stars that fell like rain out of the blue-ooh-ooh-ooh-hoo-hoo when my life is through and the angels ask me to remember the thrill of it all so I must tell them I
remember you - ooh I remember, Also, a distant bell and stars that just fell like rain out of the blue-ooh-hoo-hoo when my life is through and the angels ask me to remember the thrill of it all so I remember them I remember I remember the song taken from you/lyrics/j/johnny_mercer/i_remember_you.html need additional
citations for verification of this article. Help improve this article by adding citations for reliable sources. Unsourced content can be challenged and removed. Find sources: I remember you 1941 song - News · Newspaper · Books · · · Scholar JSTOR (December 2012) (Learn how and when to delete this template message)
I remember Dorothy Lamorpublished 1941Composer(s) Victor Schertzinger Liricist(s) Johnny Mercer I remember a popular song, which was published in 1941. The musical was written by Victor Schertzinger, with lyrics by Johnny Mercer. [1] History I remember you the melody on alt sax I remember was one of the many
songs presenting you in the film Fleet (1942). [1] Dorothy Lamour sang it with the Jimmy Dorsey Orchestra,[1] with Harmony by Bob Eberly and Helen O'Connell and is one of the most associated songs with the singer/singer. Scherzinger, who co-wrote all the songs of the film with Mercer, was also the director of the film.
According to the TCM documentary Johnny Mercer: Dream On Me, Mercer wrote the song for Judy Garland, expressing his strong infatuation with him. She gave him the day after marrying David Rose. Reeddic Australian singer Frank Ifield recorded the song in a yodeling country-music genre on May 27, 1962,[2] and
his version went to number one on the UK singles chart selling 1.1 million copies in the UK alone. [3] Recordings remained at No. 1 for seven weeks. [1] It also reached number five at the U.S. Billboard Hot 100 and number one on America's Easy Listening charts. [4] American country singer Slim Whitman, who was
known for her yodeling, later recorded the song in a similar fashion. The song is now something of a country standard as well as a jazz standard. [Citation needed] Glenn Campbell covered the lyrics on his 1987 album still within the sound of my voice. His version peaked at No. 32 on the Billboard Hot Country Singles
chart in 1988. [5] In 2010, Australian entertainer Nikki Gillis worked with Frank Ifield and Ifield's long-time music director Bob Howe, Record a duet version of the song that included the original first verse that was not recorded in the 1962 version. [Citation needed] the accompanying video clip included old footage of Ifield
and new footage of Gillis and Ifield working with Howe. 1962(U.S.) Number - A List of Adult Contemporary Singles Also View Reference ^ a b c d rice, JOE (1982). Guinness Book of 500 number one hit (1st ed.). Enfield, Middlesex: Guinness exaggeration. P66. ISBN 0-85112-250-7. ^ Louisohan, Mark (November 14,
2013). The Beatles - all these years - extended special edition. ISBN 9781408705452. ^ Sedghi, Ami (November 4, 2012). Britain's Million Selling Singles: The Complete List . Parents. Retrieved on November 4, 2012. ^ Whitburn, Joel (2002). Top Adult Contemporaries: 1961-2001 . Record research. P121. ^ Whitburn,
Joel (2013). Hot Country Songs 1944-2012 | Record Research, Inc. p. 63. ISBN 978-0-89820-203-8. External links I you remember on jazz standards? Title=I_Remember_You_(1941_song)&amp;oldid=993557275 (1941_song)&amp;oldid=993557275
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